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Sir Ronald Arthur Irish OBE 

Ronald Irish’s career in accounting commenced following education at the elite Fort Street 
High School in Sydney. He trained in the offices of A.S. White and Fox initially and then with 
C.W. Stirling & Co., before qualifying as a chartered accountant in 1934. Immediately 
afterwards, at the age of 22 he entered private practice founding the eponymous firm under the 
name R.A. Irish which developed into the leading national firm of Irish, Young and Outhwaite, 
a key antecedent of the present-day Deloitte Australia. Irish’s contribution to the advancement 
of The Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia was particularly important. He was a 
member of the Institute for 59 years, served many years on General Council and was president 
from 1956 to 1958 in which capacity he was instrumental in achieving the breakthrough which 
led to the granting of the second Supplemental Royal Charter in 1959. During his time on the 
Council Irish sought to enhance the educational requirements of members a move that led 
eventually to the adoption of university-based programs for those seeking entry to the 
profession. Sir Ronald wrote a series of influential text books on auditing between 1935 and 
1972. The principal book, published in 1935 started out with the title Practical auditing: a 
concise treatise, designed for examination requirements and to assist the practitioner 
accountant. By 1972 it had evolved simply as Auditing and was widely recognised as the 
accepted textbook on auditing at the time. Irish maintained an interest in the education of 
accountants throughout his life corresponding frequently with academics on points of principle 
to ensure that at all times his text book reflected current thinking and was relevant to the 
practitioners of the day. He was also a leading advocate for the development of a central library 
to replace the modest state-based libraries and of a research department within the Institute to 
assist in the development of high quality technical standards. Keen on taxation reform he 
advised Government through membership of the ICAA’s Special Taxation Committee during 
the 1950s and 1960s. Ronald Irish was prominent within the Australian business community as 
a director of several leading listed companies and chairman of the Manufacturing Industries 
Advisory Council reporting to the Prime Minister. In recognition of his services to industry and 
commerce he was made an Officer of the Order of the British Empire in 1963 and was further 
recognised by the award of Knight Bachelor in 1970. The Senate of The University of Sydney 
recognised the importance of his contribution to education and the accounting profession when 
in 1986 they conferred on him the title of Honorary Fellow. In further recognition of his 
outstanding contribution, The Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia and the 
Australian Society of Accountants accorded him the rare honour of electing him to Life 
Membership. 

The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame honours Sir Ronald Irish as a leading practitioner of 
the day, author and office bearer. 
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Graeme Dean 
Reading the citation for the late Sir Ronald Irish OBE 
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Warren Irish 
Accepting the award on behalf of his late father Sir Ronald Irish from Peter Nash 

L-R: Warren Irish, Peter Nash  
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Irish family: Warren, Anne and Paul 
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CITATION 
 

Jeffrey John Lucy AM 

As Chair of the Financial Reporting Council Jeffrey Lucy championed and oversaw the 
adoption in July 2002 by Australia of International Financial Reporting Standards a decision 
that changed Australian accounting forever. Jeffrey's decision demonstrated his commitment to 
global accounting standards and financial reporting, his understanding of the importance of 
being a first mover, and his vision for the role Australian accountants could play on the global 
stage. However his contribution to Australian accounting extends far beyond this decision. His 
accounting career was predominantly in public practice firstly in the Adelaide firm of Lucy 
Noske & Lewis but culminating as Managing Partner of PricewaterhouseCoopers in Adelaide 
from 1999 to 2001. During his earlier years in Adelaide the groundwork for later career 
contributions as a regulator was laid. From 1990 to 1999 he served as a member of the South 
Australian Legal Practitioners Conduct Board. During this period he was appointed, in 1997, to 
the Business Regulation Advisory Committee that provided critical advice to government on 
the CLERP reforms. Shortly afterwards in 1999 he was appointed to the FRC. Appointment to 
the Chair of the Council followed in 2001 a position held for a total of eight years between 
2001 and 2011. It was during his chairmanship of the Council that the seminal decision to adopt 
IFRS was taken. The regard in which Jeffrey Lucy was held by Government is demonstrated by 
his concurrent appointment to the Australian Securities and Investment Commission initially as 
Deputy Chair in 2003 and then as Chair from 2004 to 2007. Jeffrey also acted as Commissioner 
during 2007 together with membership of the Board of the Australian Crime Commission from 
2003 to 2007. A string of high-profile corporate cases were successfully dealt with during 
Jeffrey’s tenure at ASIC. Despite a busy life in practice and later as a regulator, Jeffrey Lucy 
found time to devote to the accounting profession serving as Chairman of the State Council of 
the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia, and also as South Australian Secretary for 
the Taxation Institute of Australia from 1983 to 1994. He was a member of the Joint Standing 
Committee of the ICAA/CPA Australia from 1992 to 1995, and in 1994 served as National 
President of the ICAA. Lucy continued his involvement in international accounting standards 
with his appointment as a Trustee of the IFRS Foundation, serving two terms from 2008 to 
2013. His passionate belief in international accounting standards saw him facilitate 
establishment of the Asian-Oceanian Standard-Setters Group. Jeffrey's international influence, 
and thereby the respect given to Australia accounting, went beyond IFRS. He was appointed 
the inaugural Chairman of the International Forum of Independent Audit Regulators in 2006, 
and Australia's representative on the Executive and Technical Committees of International 
Organization of Securities Commissions from 2003 to 2007. He was also a member of the 
Accounting Standards Review Board of New Zealand from 2007 to 2011. In 2001 Jeffrey was 
appointed a Member of the Order of Australia. 

The Australian Accounting Hall of Fame recognises Jeffrey Lucy as a practitioner, office 
holder and distinguished regulator. 
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Reading the citation for Jeffrey Lucy AM 
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Accepting his award 
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L-R: Jeffrey Lucy, Peter Nash 
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Jeffrey and Julie Lucy 
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L-R: Jeffrey Lucy AM and Warren Irish for the late Sir Ronald Irish OBE 
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Head of the Department of Accounting Anne Lillis  

L-R: CAIP Director Stewart Leech, Director AAHoF Phill Cobbin,  
      CAIP Directors Carlin Dowling & Brad Potter 

Special Guest Speaker 
Peter Nash 
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